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Ancient Egyptian Civilization
Papyrus And Hieroglyphics
The Nile River was crucial to the growth of Egyptian
civilization. Maps help illustrate the contrast between
river and desert, and engaging text explains how
geography influenced Egypt's settlement and migration
patterns and even its religion. This book addresses
people's relationship to their environment, a key social-
studies concept.
A thought-provoking history of papyrus paper—from its
origins in Egypt to its spread throughout the
world—revealing how it helped usher in a new era of
human history. For our entire history, humans have
always searched for new ways to share information. This
innate compulsion led to the origin of writing on the rock
walls of caves and coffin lids or carving on tablets. But it
was with the advent of papyrus paper when the ability to
record and transmit information exploded, allowing for an
exchanging of ideas from the banks of the Nile
throughout the Mediterranean—and the civilized world—for
the first time in human history. In The Pharaoh’s
Treasure, John Gaudet looks at this pivotal transition to
papyrus paper, which would become the most commonly
used information medium in the world for more than
4,000 years. Far from fragile, papyrus paper is an
especially durable writing surface; papyrus books and
documents in ancient and medieval times had a usable
life of hundreds of years, and this durability has allowed
items like the famous Nag Hammadi codices from the
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third and fourth century to survive. The story of this
material that was prized by both scholars and kings
reveals how papyrus paper is more than a relic of our
ancient past, but a key to understanding how ideas and
information shaped humanity in the ancient and early
modern world.
Take a tour along the Nile and visit Ancient Egypt. Peer
inside the pyramids to find the treasure within. Unravel
mysterious mummies and learn how the Egyptians had
death wrapped up. Read hieroglyphic clues, journey into
the afterlife, and find out what it meant to be a pharaoh
as you hunt down the secrets of the dead! The Capstone
Interactive edition comes with simultaneous access for
every student in your school and includes read aloud
audio recorded by professional voice over artists.
From reed boats, papyrus, and amulets, to pyramids,
pharaohs, and mummies, Great Ancient Egypt Projects
You Can Build Yourself explores the fascinating lives of
ancient Egyptians through more than 25 hands-on
building projects and activities. Great Ancient Egypt
Projects You Can Build Yourself gives readers today a
chance to experience how the ancient Egyptians lived,
cooked, worked, worshipped, entertained themselves,
and interacted with their neighbors through building
projects that use common household supplies. Detailed
step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and templates for
creating each project are combined with historical facts
and anecdotes, biographies, and trivia for the real-life
models of each project. Together they give kids a first-
hand look at daily life in ancient Egypt.
According to Egyptian mythology, when the ancient
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Egyptian sun god Re cried, his tears turned into honey
bees upon touching the ground. For this reason, the
honey bee was sacrosanct in ancient Egyptian culture.
From the art depicting bees on temple walls to the usage
of beeswax as a healing ointment, the honey bee was a
pervasive cultural motif in ancient Egypt because of its
connection to the sun god Re. Gene Kritsky delivers a
concise introduction of the relationship between the
honey bee and ancient Egyptian culture, through the
lenses of linguistics, archeology, religion, health, and
economics. Kritsky delves into ancient Egypt's
multifaceted society, and traces the importance of the
honey bee in everything from death rituals to trade. In
doing so, Kritsky brings new evidence to light of how
advanced and fascinating the ancient Egyptians were.
This richly illustrated work appeals to a broad range of
interests. For archeology lovers, Kritsky delves into the
archeological evidence of Egyptian beekeeping and
discusses newly discovered tombs, as well as evidence
of manmade hives. Linguists will be fascinated by
Kritsky's discussion of the first documented written
evidence of the honeybee hieroglyph. And anyone
interested in ancient Egypt or ancient cultures in general
will be intrigued by Kritsky's treatment of the first
documented beekeepers. This book provides a unique
social commentary of a community so far removed from
modern humans chronologically speaking, and yet so
fascinating because of the stunning advances their
society made. Beekeeping is the latest evidence of how
ahead of their times the Egyptians were, and the ensuing
narrative is as captivating as every other aspect of
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ancient Egyptian culture.
The edition contains both volumes of the Papyrus of Ani,
unabridged, in addition TGS included 75 pages of the
simple English translation of the Book of the Dead and
the 50 page book by E.A. Wallis Budge of the British
Museum's, The Book of the Dead published in 1920.
This 2 Volume set reproduces the 37 color plates of the
original edition.--- The sacred wisdom of the priests of
ancient Egypt and the experiences of the soul after
death: one of the most important books in history.
Includes full hieroglyphic text along with a transliteration
of sounds, word-for-word translation; a separate smooth
translation.The Egyptian Book of the Dead is
unquestionably one of the most influential books in all
history. Embodying a ritual to be performed for the dead,
with detailed instructions for the behavior of the
disembodied spirit in the Land of the Gods, it served as
the most important repository of religious authority for
some three thousand years. Chapters were carved on
the pyramids of the ancient 5th Dynasty, texts were
written in papyrus, and selections were painted on
mummy cases well into the Christian Era. In a certain
sense it stood behind all Egyptian civilization.
Egypt’s pyramids are a testament to the technology used
by this ancient civilization. Readers will learn about
technologies, such as agricultural tools and irrigation
systems, that helped Egypt thrive. Chapters explore how
these innovations developed and the role technology
played in establishing one of the most advanced cultures
in the ancient world.
This highly visual book researches ancient Egyptian
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civilization by covering its origins, myths, cuisine, and
daily life. Illustrating all aspects of its societies, this book
offers readers a window into this intriguing world.
A survey of ancient Egyptian mathematics across three
thousand years Mathematics in Ancient Egypt traces the
development of Egyptian mathematics, from the end of the
fourth millennium BC—and the earliest hints of writing and
number notation—to the end of the pharaonic period in Greco-
Roman times. Drawing from mathematical texts, architectural
drawings, administrative documents, and other sources,
Annette Imhausen surveys three thousand years of Egyptian
history to present an integrated picture of theoretical
mathematics in relation to the daily practices of Egyptian life
and social structures. Imhausen shows that from the earliest
beginnings, pharaonic civilization used numerical techniques
to efficiently control and use their material resources and
labor. Even during the Old Kingdom, a variety of metrological
systems had already been devised. By the Middle Kingdom,
procedures had been established to teach mathematical
techniques to scribes in order to make them proficient
administrators for their king. Imhausen looks at counterparts
to the notation of zero, suggests an explanation for the
evolution of unit fractions, and analyzes concepts of
arithmetic techniques. She draws connections and
comparisons to Mesopotamian mathematics, examines which
individuals in Egyptian society held mathematical knowledge,
and considers which scribes were trained in mathematical
ideas and why. Of interest to historians of mathematics,
mathematicians, Egyptologists, and all those curious about
Egyptian culture, Mathematics in Ancient Egypt sheds new
light on a civilization's unique mathematical evolution.
A leading historian and bestselling author re-creates the
growth, decline, and legacy of 3,000 Years of Egyptian
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civilization with an authoritative text splendidly illustrated with
150 illustrations in full color. Ancient Egypt, with its legacy of
pyramids, pharaohs and sphinxes, is a land of power and
mystery to the modern world. In The Civilization of Ancient
Egypt Paul Johnson explores the growth and decline of a
culture that survived for 3,000 years and maintained a purity
of style that rivals all others. Johnson's study looks in detail at
the state, religion, culture and geographical setting and how
they combined in this unusually enduring civilization. From
the beginning of Egyptian culture to the rediscovery of the
pharaohs, the book covers the totalitarian theocracy, the
empire of the Nile, the structure of dynastic Egypt, the
dynastic way of death, hieroglyphs, the anatomy of
perspective art and, finally, the decline and fall of the
pharaohs, Johnson seeks, through an exciting combination of
images and analysis, to discover the causes behind the
collapse of this, great civilization while celebrating the extra-
ordinary legacy it has left behind. Paul Johnson on Ancient
Egypt and the Egyptians "Egypt was not only the first state, it
was the first country.... The durability of the state which thus
evolved was ensured by the overwhelming simplicity and
power of its central institution, the theocratic monarchy." "The
Egyptians did not share the Babylonian passion for astrology,
but they used the stars as one of many guides to behavior.
No Egyptian believed in a free exercise of will in important
decisions: he always looked for an omen or a prophecy or an
oracle." "The development of hieroglyphics mirrors and
epitomizes the history of Egyptian civilization. . . . No one
outside Egypt understood it and even within Egypt it was the
exclusive working tool of the ruling and priestly classes. The
great mass of Egyptians were condemned to illiteracy by the
complexities (and also the beauties) of the Egyptian written
language." "The affection the Egyptians were not. ashamed to
display towards their children was related to the high status
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women enjoyed in Egyptian society." "If we can understand
Egyptian art we can go a long way towards grasping the very
spirit and outlook on life, of this gifted people, so remote in
time. The dynamic of their civilization seems to have been a
passionate love of order (maat to them), by which they sought
to give to human activities and creations the same regularity
as their landscape, their great river, their sun-cycle and their
immutable seasons."
The book describes current research into all aspects of
craftwork in ancient Egypt.
"Praise for the first editions: " "Concise, lucid, and altogether
interesting . . ..The notes on the individual texts are unfailingly
illuminating."--"Books Abroad" (now "World Literature Today")
Thousands of documentary and literary texts written on papyri
and potsherds, in Egyptian, Greek, Latin, Aramaic, Hebrew,
and Persian, have transformed our knowledge of many
aspects of life in the ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern
worlds. Here experts provide a comprehensive guide to
understanding this ancient documentary evidence.
This unique volume provides the reader with an outline of
ancient Egyptian civilization, history and culture. It reviews the
ancient Egyptian understanding of human health and
disease, medical and herbal treatments for various conditions
based on primary sources found in ancient papyri. The reader
will also gain an insight into the influence of ancient Egyptian
medical knowledge on later civilizations including ancient
Greek and Islamic scholars in the middle ages. There are two
chapters that focus on the ancient Egyptian understanding
and treatments of cardiovascular disease as well as a
description of herbal medicines used by medical practitioners
and pharmacologists. Key Features: Describes influence of
ancient Egyptian medical and pharmaceutical knowledge of
subsequent civilizations Explores ancient Egyptian
pharmacology and herbal medicine Review of the most
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significant ancient Egyptian papyri documenting medical
knowledge and practice Concise overview of ancient Egyptian
history, culture, medical knowledge Summary of ancient
Egyptian understanding of cardiovascular diseases and
treatments
The Oxford Handbook of PapyrologyOxford University Press
The ancient Egyptian civilization lasted almost 3,000 years!
Today, people around the world still benefit from the
innovations of the Egyptians, from ancient papyrus scrolls to
early irrigation systems. This fact-filled title gives readers an
up-close glimpse of life in ancient Egypt, including how
people lived, worked, and ruled. Special features include
profiles of gods and leaders, a cause and effect graphic, a
time and place matrix, a timeline, and a thought-provoking
question.
Diseases and injuries were major concerns for ancient
Egyptians. This book, featuring some sixty-four objects from
the Metropolitan Museum, discusses how both practical and
magical medicine informed Egyptian art and for the first time
reproduces and translates treatments described in the
spectacular Edwin Smith Papyrus.
The skills of the ancient Egyptians in preserving bodies
through mummification are well known, but their expertise in
the everyday medical practices needed to treat the living is
less familiar and often misinterpreted. John F. Nunn draws on
his own experience as an eminent doctor of medicine and an
Egyptologist to reassess the evidence. He has translated and
reviewed the original Egyptian medical papyri and has
reconsidered other sources of information, including
skeletons, mummies, statues, tomb paintings and coffins.
Illustrations highlight symptoms of similar conditions in
patients ancient and modern, and the criteria by which the
Egyptian doctors made their diagnoses - many still valid today
- are evaluated in the light of current medical knowledge. In
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addition, an appendix listing all known named doctors
contains previously unpublished additions from newly
translated texts. Spells and incantations and the relationship
of magic and religion to medical practice are also explored.
Incorporating the most recent insights of modern medicine
and Egyptology, the result is the most comprehensive and
authoritative general book to be published on this fascinating
subject for many years.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Magisterial . . . [A] rich
portrait of ancient Egypt’s complex evolution over the course
of three millenniums.”—Los Angeles Times NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post
• Publishers Weekly In this landmark volume, one of the
world’s most renowned Egyptologists tells the epic story of
this great civilization, from its birth as the first nation-state to
its absorption into the Roman Empire. Drawing upon forty
years of archaeological research, award-winning scholar
Toby Wilkinson takes us inside a tribal society with a pre-
monetary economy and decadent, divine kings who ruled with
all-too-recognizable human emotions. Here are the legendary
leaders: Akhenaten, the “heretic king,” who with his wife
Nefertiti brought about a revolution with a bold new religion;
Tutankhamun, whose dazzling tomb would remain hidden for
three millennia; and eleven pharaohs called Ramesses, the
last of whom presided over the militarism, lawlessness, and
corruption that caused a political and societal decline. Filled
with new information and unique interpretations, The Rise
and Fall of Ancient Egypt is a riveting and revelatory work of
wild drama, bold spectacle, unforgettable characters, and
sweeping history. “With a literary flair and a sense for a story
well told, Mr. Wilkinson offers a highly readable, factually up-
to-date account.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Wilkinson] writes
with considerable verve. . . . [He] is nimble at conveying the
sumptuous pageantry and cultural sophistication of pharaonic
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Egypt.”—The New York Times
"Describes the hieroglyphic writing system of ancient
Egypt"--Provided by publisher.
The Papyrus of Ani: A Reproduction in Facsimile edited, with
hieroglyphic transcript, translation, and introduction, by E. A.
Walls Budge M.A.,Lit.T.D., Keeper of the egyptian and
assyrian antiquities in the british musem. Published by
permission of the trustees of the british museum. In three
volumes. Volume one.
Translations from the ancient papyrus reveal a stunning
insight into Ancient Egypt and the lost knowledge that built
the pyramids and foretold visions of the future. Throughout
the vast and complex history of Egypt, the dominant beliefs of
the ancient Egyptians merged and developed as leaders of
different groups gained power. This process continued even
after the end of the ancient Egyptian civilization as we know it
today. The earliest ancient Egyptian myths are not recorded,
but tantalizing fragments exist that seem to relate to secrets
of the Pharaohs and the wisdom of the ancients. Lost until
now, the secrets of the great Egyptian Empire are presented
for your insight and interpretation.
A survey of Egyptian art and architecture is enhanced by
revised text, an updated bibliography, and over four hundred
illustrations.
The Egyptian civilization, which flourished along the banks of
the Nile for about 3000 years, was one of the most
extraordinary and enduring of the ancient world. Even today,
after two thousand years since its setting, it continues to exert
considerable charm. The Egyptians left many traces of their
culture, thanks to the climate dry desert that has preserved
over the centuries. The Sphinx and many pyramids,
mummies, funerary masks, funerary decorations, the papyri,
have thus been preserved from destruction, the common fate
of many ancient remains. Egypt is in fact also known as the
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"gift of the Nile", because the flooding of the river deposited
on the fields a layer of fertile silt, vital for the growth of crops.
Already in prehistoric times, the first settlers learned to sow
and plant their crops in the fields still covered by mud after
the waters had receded. I collected, almost always abundant,
they allowed that civilization to thrive and achieve a brilliance
never known before. The ancient Egyptians called the fertile
valley of the Nile kemet, "black earth", and themselves remet-
en-kemet, "the people of the black earth", while the desert
surrounding the town was said deshret, "red earth."
Reissue of the legendary 3,500-year-old Papyrus of Ani,
the most beautiful of the ornately illustrated Egyptian
funerary scrolls ever discovered, restored in its original
sequences of text and artwork.
Did you know that art is a strong indicator of the culture
and traditions of a civilization? If you study many art
forms, you will notice a distinct difference in how
characters are formed and colors are blended. In this
book, you will learn about the art of the Ancient
Egyptians. Enjoy a treat for the eyes and creativity.
Secure a copy today!
The iconic pyramids and striking hieroglyphics of ancient
Egypt are but a limited representation of the resplendent
culture that once inhabited the Nile Valley. The ancient
Egyptians developed sophisticated societies and belief
systems, bestowing the world with plenitudes in the way
of intellectual and cultural achievement. The vibrance of
the ancient Egyptian life—from the dynasties to the
masses—are captured in this volume, which also
explores the political and social development of the
region.
'Man perishes; his corpse turns to dust; all his relatives
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pass away. But writings make him remembered' In
ancient Egypt, words had magical power. Inscribed on
tombs and temple walls, coffins and statues, or inked
onto papyri, hieroglyphs give us a unique insight into the
life of the Egyptian mind. Egyptologist Toby Wilkinson
has freshly translated a rich and diverse range of ancient
Egyptian writings into modern English, including tales of
shipwreck and wonder, obelisk inscriptions, mortuary
spells, funeral hymns, songs, satires and advice on life
from a pharaoh to his son. Spanning over two millennia,
this is the essential guide to a complex, sophisticated
culture. Translated with an Introduction by Toby
Wilkinson
This fully revised and updated third edition of the
bestselling Ancient Egypt seeks to identify what gave
ancient Egypt its distinctive and enduring characteristics,
ranging across material culture, the mindset of its
people, and social and economic factors. In this volume,
Barry J. Kemp identifies the ideas by which the
Egyptians organized their experience of the world and
explains how they maintained a uniform style in their art
and architecture across three thousand years, whilst
accommodating substantial changes in outlook. The
underlying aim is to relate ancient Egypt to the broader
mainstream of our understanding of how all human
societies function. Source material is taken from ancient
written documents, while the book also highlights the
contribution that archaeology makes to our
understanding of Egyptian culture and society. It uses
numerous case studies, illustrating them with artwork
expressly prepared from specialist sources. Broad
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ranging yet impressively detailed, the book is an
indispensable text for all students of ancient Egypt and
for the general reader.
• The first book to fully explore the sexual philosophy
and practices of the ancient Egyptians • Lavishly
illustrated with erotic scenes from papyri that have long
been hidden from the public • Clarifies the connection of
sacred sexuality to Egyptian cosmic symbolism Until
recently the forbidden papyri, whose explicit illustrations
of Egyptian sexual practices were judged too shocking,
were off limits to all but a few scholars. In this book, the
first to fully explore Egyptian sexual philosophy and
practices, Egyptologist Ruth Schumann-Antelme
provides us a new view of the provocative sexual life of
the ancient Egyptians. Richly illustrated throughout,
Sacred Sexuality in Ancient Egypt explains the
symbolism of the erotic images found on the inner walls
of the temples and tombs as well as those carved into
pieces of limestone and sketched on papyri. The authors
cover in detail the astonishing erotic scenes illustrating
the Turin Papyrus, which have long been kept from
public view. These papyri reveal in great detail Egyptian
attitudes about love, religion, and even medicine, as well
as specific sexual practices. Sacred Sexuality in Ancient
Egypt reveals the intimate details of a society in which
sexuality was the dynamic principle of the divine world,
and the cosmic symbolism of religion imbued every level
of Egyptian society with sexual significance.
The first-ever translation of the ancient Egyptian Book of
the Dead of Sobekmose fully illustrated and explained by
a leading Egyptologist, offering fascinating insights into
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one of the greatest civilizations of the ancient world"
A New Edition of the Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead,
Perfect for History Buffs, Budding Archaeologists, or
Mythology Enthusiasts! The Egyptian Book of the Dead
is unquestionably one of the most influential books in all
history. Containing the ancient ritual to be performed for
the dead with detailed instructions for the behavior of the
soul in the afterlife, it served as the most important
repository of religious authority for some three thousand
years. Chapters were carved on the pyramids of the
ancient 5th Dynasty, texts were written in papyrus, and
selections were painted on mummy cases well into the
Christian era. In a certain sense, it represented all history
and research of Egyptian civilization. In the year 1888,
Dr. E. A. Wallis Budge, then purchasing agent for the
British Museum, followed rumors he heard of a
spectacular archaeological find in Upper Egypt, and
found in an 18th Dynasty tomb near Luxor a perfectly
preserved papyrus scroll. It was a copy of the Egyptian
Book of the Dead, written around 1500 B.C. for Ani,
Royal Scribe of Thebes, Overseer of the Granaries of the
Lords of Abydos, and Scribe of the Offerings of the Lords
of Thebes. This Papyrus of Ani is presented here by Dr.
Budge. Reproduced in full are a clear copy of the
Egyptian hieroglyphs, an interlinear transliteration of their
sounds (as reconstructed), a word-for-word translation,
and separately a complete smooth translation. All this is
preceded by an original introduction of more than 150
pages. This classic material combined with a brand-new
foreword by Dr. Foy Scalf of Chicago University gives the
reader has a unique opportunity to experience all the
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fascinating aspects of The Egyptian Book of the Dead.
A leading engineer provides an in-depth look at the
construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza, discussing
how the ancient Egyptians developed their building
plans, devised work schedules, managed laborers, and
solved specific design and engineering problems.
The world of mummies, pharaohs, and pyramids leaps
off the pages of this upper elementary guide to ancient
Egyptian civilization. Readers will discover the history
and culture of ancient Egypt, from the earliest settlers of
the Nile to the final dynasty of Antony and Cleopatra.
Egypt’s most famous inventions—including papyrus,
hieroglyphs, and the 365-day calendar—are presented
along with facts about its pantheon of deities and highly
organized class system. A final discussion of how
modern culture continues to benefit from its techniques
and styles is sure to make readers want to delve deeper
into the world of ancient Egypt.
Authoritative and up-to-date, this key single-volume work
is a thematic exploration of ancient Egyptian civilization
and culture as it was expressed down the centuries.
Including topics rarely covered elsewhere as well as new
perspectives, this work comprises thirty-two original
chapters written by international experts. Each chapter
gives an overview of its topic, and also covers the latest
research in the area. Chapters are divided thematically
into seven sections, to enable a broader understanding
of all the complexities of ancient Egyptian society without
the constriction of chronological divisions, and illustrated
with previously unpublished photographs and drawings.
Providing fresh perspectives on this ancient culture, a
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digest of current research trends in Egyptology as well
as a unique examination of the Egyptian world, this
fascinating title enables students to gain a clear
understanding of ancient Egyptian society.
Reproduction of the original: The Book of the Dead by E.
A. Wallis Budge
With volume 4 of Ancient Records of Egypt, James
Henry Breasted brings us to the end of the self-governed
era of ancient Egyptian civilization. Chief among the
documents contained in this volume are the inscriptions
from the Medinet Habu Temple, one of the most
completely preserved temples of Egypt, and the great
Papyrus Harris, the largest (133 feet long) and most
sumptuous papyrus extant, 95 percent of which Breasted
was the first to study closely. Together these documents
present a detailed record of the reign and benefactions
of Ramesses III, whose reign lasted more than thirty
years. Volume 4 includes intriguing records of the harem
conspiracy and legal documents that indicate the extent
of robberies of royal tombs. Records of the Nile levels at
Karnak provide important chronological landmarks, while
the Stela of Piye (Piankhi), which documents the Nubian
kingdom already in existence as a full-fledged power,
provides information on the internal political climate of
Egypt during a time when no aggressive monarch
controlled the whole country. Breasted also notes where
these ancient Egyptian records intersect with accounts of
the same events from other sources, such as the mutiny
of Psamtik I's troops as inscribed on the alabaster statue
of Nesuhor and as narrated by Herodotus. In effect,
Ancient Records of Egypt offers a valuable dual record.
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On the one hand, Breasted presents the events and
personages of ancient Egypt as recorded in the
documents. On the other hand, he presents a history of
the documents themselves. Fragmentary or partially
destroyed, carved on temple and tomb walls or written
on fragile scrolls of leather or papyrus, even inscribed on
the coffins and temple linens of the royal and priestly
mummy wrappings, these records offer an irreplaceable
primary source on a fascinating civilization.
At the center of the most vital human-plant relationship in
history, Papyrus evokes the mysteries of the ancient
world while holding the key to the world’s wetlands and
atmospheric stability. From ancient Pharaohs to twenty-
first century water wars, papyrus is a unique plant that is
still one of the fastest growing plant species on earth. It
produces its own “soil”—a peaty, matrix that floats on
water—and its stems inspired the fluted columns of the
ancient Greeks. In ancient Egypt, the papyrus bounty
from the Nile delta provided not just paper for record
keeping—instrumental to the development of
civilization—but food, fuel and boats. Disastrous weather
in the sixth century caused famines and plagues that
almost wiped out civilization in the west, but it was
papyrus paper in scrolls and codices that kept the record
of our early days and allowed the thread of history to
remain unbroken. The sworn enemy of oblivion and the
guardian of our immortality, it came to our rescue then
and will again. Today, it is not just a curious relic of our
ancient past, but a rescuing force for modern ecological
and societal blight.
Retells myths of the ancient Egyptians and describes
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aspects of Egyptian society, including history, religion,
burial customs, the pharaoh, the scribe, daily life, food,
trade and expansion, and the important role of animals.
"Human beings," the acclaimed Egyptologist Jan
Assmann writes, "are the animals that have to live with
the knowledge of their death, and culture is the world
they create so they can live with that knowledge." In his
new book, Assmann explores images of death and of
death rites in ancient Egypt to provide startling new
insights into the particular character of the civilization as
a whole. Drawing on the unfamiliar genre of the death
liturgy, he arrives at a remarkably comprehensive view of
the religion of death in ancient Egypt. Assmann
describes in detail nine different images of death: death
as the body being torn apart, as social isolation, the
notion of the court of the dead, the dead body, the
mummy, the soul and ancestral spirit of the dead, death
as separation and transition, as homecoming, and as
secret. Death and Salvation in Ancient Egypt also
includes a fascinating discussion of rites that reflect
beliefs about death through language and ritual.
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